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MSI Micro-Learn: Shoulder Checks
Whether lifting boxes in the bay, climbing into your truck, or lifting that coffee to your mouth, our
shoulders are necessary for a variety of motions we go through on a daily basis. Today's micro-
learn looks at the importance of shoulder safety for long-term health.

Your shoulder joints are one of two sets of ball and socket joints on the human body. Like
your hips, the upper end of your arm (humerus) is a ball that fits into a cup on your
shoulder blade (scapula). It’s this design that allows a great range of motion for your arm.

CHECK THE 
VIDEO!

You’re going to need medical attention. It is mostly likely that a doctor will need to “pop” your shoulder back
into place. Once this area is injured, such as a dislocation/tear, it will be far easier to re-injure it in the future. 
 To prevent this area from becoming injured, there are a few steps you can take. First, exercising the area can
help strengthen the muscles. A pair of dumbbells and some simple routines (e.g. overhead press, front raises,
and lateral raises are just a few) can increase muscle strength. 

Like all joints in the human body, the ball end is covered with cartilage and held in place
with muscles and tendons.

Unfortunately, the layer of articular cartilage is thinner than the cartilage in your
hip joints and can be easier to damage, which can lead to osteoarthritis. To avoid
this kind of long term pain, let’s look at ways we can protect your shoulders.

If your arm experiences a sudden load, like slipping on ice while holding onto a
support, you might find your shoulder pulled out of its socket, either forwards or
backwards. This is a dislocation.

A rotator cuff injury is likely when you’ve overextended a shoulder. This can tear the rotator cuff tendon or the
other supporting muscles and tendons in the area. The supraspinatus muscle, for example, runs along the top
of your shoulder and along the back. This muscle is mainly responsible for helping raise your arms. Damage to
this area will make lifting your arms to the sides quite painful.

Second, warm up the area before work. Shoulder rotations, both forwards and backwards,
can help loosen muscles and increase blood flow to muscles. Simple stretches, held for a
minimum of ten seconds, also help improve flexibility. 

Third, one of the easiest ways to prevent this is to use two handholds while climbing in
and out of your vehicle, or up and down stairs or decks. By using two hands, you can
maintain better stability and, if you should slip, you can split the forces between two
arms, rather than overloading one.

Fourth, try to avoid any motion, especially repetitive motion, that can increase your
chance of injury. Try a different technique for throwing straps, for example, that does
not require an overhead baseball-style throw.


